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Daily Happenings. 

December 18, Wednesday  1946 

 Another rather cold day, but we did get some brickettes today that will help the 

situation so far as we are concerned. Spent practically the whole day in the office doing 

things as they came to be done. It was on the whole a busy day. Days in 7 Relief Section 

certainly are far from monotonous. Some unusual things is always coming up. We, 

especially Betty and I are missing the other member of the Three Muscateers.  

 Jock, Nell, Vernon, Briel, Betty and I went to Talbot Halle this evening at six for 

a concert. It was Schubert’s Winterreise sung by a baretone. It was quite good but the hall 

was very cold. We could even see the singers breath as he sang.  

 Jock invited some of the girls to the house afterward for an evening of music. 

Klara and Liralotta were among those who were here. They not only enjoy making music 

but we enjoy hearing it as well. 

 A Herr Göbel from Würselen came this morning to see if there was anything that 

we could do to help get supplementary food for his wife who is having a baby soon 

probaby before Christmas. Felt we’d better discuss the food situation with Len. Lena + 

Richard did give him a layette which they had received from England. The look in that 

man’s eyes as he said thank you and good-bye was enough to repay all the effort it has 

been to get to Aachen. This business certainly does repay more than a person can 

possibly put into it. 

 Spent an hour or so chatting with Gordon while listening to lovely music from the 

front room by Klara, Lisa, Lotta and two other girls whose names I don’t know but are 

friends of Jocks.  

 

Dec. 19. Thursday. 

 The day wasn’t an unusual one. We have continued to have transportation 

difficulties, but they have eased to what they were the first of the week. 

 Spent part of the morning in the office and then took Mrs. Hollander home, 

collected A.P.O. and took Irmgard to collect some potatoes from Frau Hesse but without 

success. 

 Had some extra time in the afternoon so I wrote letters to my family. Don’t 

suppose they will get there before Christmas but they may soon afterwards. 

 Len returned from Belgium after taking Rosemary Hesse to the ship at Ostend. It 

is always so good when some of the boys have been away and return home. 

 Spent the evening working on letters and talking as people wandered in and out of 

the office. 

 

 

 

 

 



Dec. 20. Friday. 

 Went to do A.P.O. in the morning and to collect the laundry but without success. 

Won’t be finished until tomorrow. Took Frau V. Fischerz her Br. Nat. Parcel.s Stoppe din 

to see Frl. Michaletz. She had a Christmas gift for both Betty + me. She is a sweet little 

person. In the afternoon we had our first Children’s party. We had fourteen kiddies from 

seven to fourteen years old. They were a bit shy at first but they soon lumbered up and 

seemed to have a wonderful time. They sang several songs and then went to the table to 

drink all the cocoa they wanted and eat pudding and jello. Then they played games until 

time for the Weihnachtimann to appear. Mari had decorated the Christmas beautifully 

and with the candles it was lovely. Len took the part of the Weihnachtsmann and did a 

very good job of it. The children each had a gift on the tree. Each one also had a bag to 

put his nuts, cakes, chocolate bar and fruit in when he was ready to go home. 

 We had a staff section meeting after supper. Discussed the things each member of 

the section had been doing. Lasted about two hours. Felt that it was worth while. Betty 

went to a Mil. Gov. party and didn’t come home until about 12:30. I spent the rest of the 

evening writing a letter to Gordon. We are both just plain missing that boy. Don’t quite 

understand why we should have become so fond of him. 

 

Dec. 21. Saturday. 

 Today has been another very busy day. In addition to the usual tasks of the day, 

did A.P.O. and delivered Br. Nat. parcels to Mrs. Paulsenn, Mrs. Adam, Mrs. Zolper Mrs. 

Croon + Mrs. Trafford. 

 We had another party this afternoon. Had too many other things to do to be in 

much for it. Spent the evening just being around. Tried to write letters but didn’t have 

much success. Too many people around to talk to and then just wasn’t in the mood. 

 

Sunday Dec. 22, 

 Stayed in bed until after nine o’clock. Had a very good meeting this morning with 

Stepehen, Len, Betty Nell + I in attendance. Len read the 17
th

 of John and made some 

very fine remarks about the fellowship between God + Jesus and our fellowship with the 

Father. I always find the things he says very helpful. He is a grand person with so many 

fine and worth while qualities. Perhaps one of the finest is his self-discipline.  

 In the afternoon Nell, Len, Stephen, Vernon, Briel, and I went to Stolbery to the 

Christmas Program at the Evangelischekirche. There was such a crowd we couldn’t see 

but it was quite good. 

 Spent the evening at home with Len writing letters. The rest of the crowd went to 

Eifelstr. Kindergarten for an evening of Music I think or perhaps it was the giving our of 

gifts. Dr. Wallecks was in for a few minutes this evening. 

 It seems that I’m filled with conflicting emotions. As long as I keep busy I get 

along very nicely. When I’m free for awhile I find that I’m not homesick for any 

particular place, but am just plain lonesome for someone to love + someone to love me. 

I’m afraid that my faith isn’t as great as it should be. God is good, my life is in his hands, 

He can show me His plan, I’m sure I’m where he wants me at the moments, I guess I just 

need to pray for more faith to trust him to work out the future as he sees fit. 

 Am missing Gordon a lot but not as much as Betty and in a different way. It is 

amazing that we could both become so fond of him in such a short time. The meaning has 



simply dropped out of her life. I love them both so much that I hate to see either of them 

unhappy. If it is God’s will they will get together yet. 

 

Monday Dec. 23 

 Was in the office part of the morning and then went out to deliver the rest of the 

British National Parcels. Went to Würselen to the Bischoffs first where I was fed 

Christmas cookies. Spent a half hour or so talkintg with Mrs. Bischoff. From there I went 

to deliver an Invalid packet to Frau Gobles who is to have a baby soon. The joy that I saw 

registered in her eyes brought a wonderful feeling into my own heart and life. I was 

pleasantly surprised at the amount I was able to understand as she told me of losing a 

baby and the lack of things for the new one which she is expecting. Went then to see Mrs. 

Carl, Mrs. Langer and Mrs. Landon. Felt that I was having to travel far too rapidly to be 

able to show the spirit of friendliness that I should show. Was late in getting back for 

lunch as others needed the ambulance which I was using. We had our third children’s 

party in the afternoon. This group was made up of smaller children and they were a little 

more stiff than the other two groups. Think they did have a good time however.  

 In the evening Betty, Nell and I worked until midnight getting gifts wrapped for 

the staff and our friends. We were tired when we finished but it was fun. 

 

Dec 24
th

 Tuesday. 

 Betty and I kept wishing that Gordon could have been with us for the day was a 

busy one, but brought such a feeling of satisfaction, joy and happiness that we wanted to 

share it with the third member of the “Three Musketeers.” 

 In the morning Betty went to Belgium to collect a suit case of clothes for the 

woman in Kasionostr. Bunker who looks after her old man Kurt Thomas. When she 

returned we took a parcel which had come from England to Frl. Hütten. She was a lovely 

person but very much discouraged with the conditions under which they have to live. Our 

short visit did seem to bring joy to her and I’m sure that the parcel did.  

 Then we went to the bunker to deliver the suit case. They joy that is brought was 

worth all of the effort that Betty had put forth. The oman was so overjoyed that she 

couldn’t even sit down. She fed us Achener Printens and was so very grateful. 

 In the middle of the day we had our Christmas party for the Staff. They ate lunch 

with us and Betty and I donned aprons and waited on the table as Frau Schauer and 

Maria. It caused a great deal of merriment when we tried to imitate the things that Maria 

says when she waits on the table. 

 Gifts for the Staff were on and under the tree and we let them collect them for 

themselves. 

 In the afternoon Betty and I went out again to play Christ Kind. We went to Am. 

Hdg. with a small gift for Erma, to the Riegers and then took Herr Von Wersch’s family 

to the Belgium Border. Then we stopped at Tanks, Langers and dashed home to get out of 

uniform before time to go to the Landons for Heilige Abend with their seven children. 

 The evening was a really delightful one. The tannenbaum was beautifully 

decorated and everyone had worked so hard to make it a nice evening. The children had a 

very sweet little Christmas play that they put on for our benefit. Then they went into the 

tree to find their gifts. Such a bunch of happy children you never saw. We had taken them 

little packages with pullovers, stockings etc. We received far more however from them 



than we could possibly give them. It was a delightful experience to see so much 

happiness over such small things.  

 The night was a rather disturbed one for Len had gone out on an emergency call 

beyond Julich, Stephen hadn’t a key and the phone rang a couple of times. Six of the 

group went to the Dom at five for Christmas Mass, but Betty, Stephen and I didn’t 

manage to get out of bed. 

 

Dec. 25
th

. Wednesday 

 Frau Schauer + Maria insisted that we were their family and came in spite of 

protests from us. They had little gifts for each of us and the table beautifully decorated. 

We had an extra special dinner as well as breakfast. 

 Eric + Irmgard were here for dinner + the afternoon. It is so good to see Eric. 

 In the afternoon Betty + I tried to get an ambulance to go and didn’t succeed. 

Finally walked to Joseph Globke’s where we had coffee and cakes. Finally drank four 

cups under pressure and ate far more than I needed. We were glad that we had gone for it 

seemed to do them a world of good. 

 Went to Inge’s in the evening and were again fed Küchen and Kaffee. We were 

simply stuffed when we came home and couldn’t even think of something to eat. Spent 

the rest of the evening playing dominoes and writing a letter to Gordon. 

 Was tricked into getting under the mistletoe by Stephen and as a result was 

covered with lipstick and has a prickly face from the whiskers.  

 

Dec. 26, Thursday 

 Frau Schauer and Marie had the day off and the rest of us spent the day just being 

around. Nell spent a lot of time in the kitchen, Betty washed clothes and I washed dish 

towels and spent some time working in the office. In the evening Betty and I went to the 

Tanks for supper and the evening. It was a very nice evening, but we all missed having 

Gordon with us. Don’t quite know why Betty and I should be missing him quite as much 

as we are. There is just no getting around the fact that we are. 

 

Dec. 27, Friday. 

 The day seemed far more like Sunday than it did Friday. Spent the whole day in 

the office doing things that needed doing. Wrote some letters for the section and did other 

things that needed to be done. 

 Richard and Lena came back from Frankfort reporting that they had had a white 

and cold Christmas. 

 In the evening Nell, Betty and I called on Dr. Dubois who lives near the 

Kasinostr. Bunker. She seems like a very nice person. BVetty wasn’t feeling very well 

and Nell, the dear, carried most of the burden of the conversation. We came home early 

and were in bed by eleven o’clock. Have been unusually tired recently. 

 

Dec. 28
th

 Saturday 

 Spent most of the day in the office in spite of the fact that the afternoon was 

supposed to be a holiday. There seemed to be things that just must be done. In the 

afternoon I went to take Mrs. Hollander a letter which had been in the post and I hadn’t 

found when she was here. Stopped to see Mrs. Adam for a minute and found her still in 



bed, but very much better. She is an amazing person and while she is rather egotistical I 

feel very sorry for her and like to do all I can to make her happy. 

 On the way back I did a “Betty job.” A woman had a cart with a broken wheel. 

Yes I did what Betty would have done. 

 In the evening Betty and I went to Herr Von Wersches for the evening. We had a 

delightful time and enjoyed every minute of our time there. He speaks slowly and 

distinctly and chooses words that are in our vocabulary. He showed us some of the 

pictures he had taken and we played a game called Müller I’m not at all good at it but it 

was fun. He has two very nice little boys. Helmut of three and Martin of about five. Papa 

very proudly showed us the gifts which the boys had received. 

 

Sunday Dec. 29, 

 We were up late as usual on Sun. Morning. It is Richard’s last day with us and I 

must say that I simply hate to see him go. He is far more of a man than he was when we 

first came. Don’t quite know what has made the difference except that he is more 

mellow, he shows a more loving and understanding spirit and is far more tolerant of 

others. If he can continue to let God have his way in his life he will be a great blessing 

wherever he goes. 

 Went to the woods with Vernon this afternoon for a walk. He has lots of good 

qualities, but he is far from being the man that Gordon is. Yes I enjoyed the walk and the 

fresh air even though it was filled with moisture.  

 Betty and I both had letters from Gordon today. Don’t really think that she should 

share hers with me, but she does. The three of us have been so very close that I suppose it 

doesn’t matter too much. My heart continues to ache for him. He is so tormented by 

frustrations till his dear sensitive spirit is quite torn and one mass of ache. I’ve wished so 

many times and I still do wish that it was possible to put my arms around him and by so 

doing bring him comfort and peace. I’ve grown to love him in a far different way from 

Betty, but love him I do and there is no getting around it. At any rate with my being as 

much older than he as I am there can be no barriers to our love, for which I’m very 

grateful. He is a dear. 

 After reading his letters Betty mentioned something about what a nice one she 

had from her father. Someway or other homesickness hit me so hard that I just couldn’t 

take it any longer. It is so long between letters from my family that I don’t know what is 

happening to them. Then I miss my mother even though I would want her to return to the 

suffering she had known before. My own father seems so far away and I miss his love so 

much even though I know it is constant. Then I think that the lonliness of not having 

anyone to belong to, of not really having a home has hit me pretty hard today. 

 

Monday Dec. 30. 

 Just a busy day around home. Spent most of it in the office with the exception of a 

few minutes in the afternoon when I slipped off upstairs to take a little nap. Waked early 

in the morning thinking of Gordon and propped up in bed to begin a letter to him. 

Finished it in the evening after supper. It is so unusual the way that boy has wrapped 

himself around the heart strings of both of us. Do wish that I had such a chap for a son. 

He is such a dear, but his heart is quite raw from the things which have recently brought 

him heartache and suffering. 



 

Tuesday Dec. 31. 

 Spent part of the day in the office. Went out in the morning to take a girl from the 

Catholic Welfare Office to a cloister. Seemed just like a taxi job. Stopped to see Mrs. 

Adam for a few minutes. She is better and up but far from well. She played Clare de Lune 

for me. It is the third time I’ve hear her play it and I alway enjoyed it more than the time 

before. I can picture the water running over the prespice in hange Via and the moon 

shinign through the trees. It is a lovely sort of thing and makes me want to bow in 

worship. 

 Spent the afternoon in the office doing things that needed to be done. Frau 

Riegers sister and Lisa Lotta came in for tea and we had a lovely time together except 

that I had several interruptions. 

 After supper Nell, Lena, Betty and I went to Kaplan Boltons for Quaker Meeting. 

It was about two hours long + consisted of a Meditative discussion rather than a true 

Quaker Meeting. It was good but I felt that it was far too long.  

We arrived a Eifelstrasse about 11:30 and were there in time to watch the New 

Year in. It was a lovely bunch of girls and Goettfried Jollie and five of us. A beautiful 

reading was given just before twelve and while the new year dawned Goettfried offered a 

lovely prayer that I liked very much and most of which I could understand. Then we sang 

and played games until about 2:30. It was such a nice evening and I wouldn’t have 

wanted to miss it although it was almost four oclock before I and the rest of the family 

got to bed. That bunch of girls is simply tops.  

 

 


